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ABSTRACT
Encryption on the user data before outsourcing it into the cloud is an inevitable task. Keyword searching is an influential technique which
enables the cloud to conduct keyword searching on the encrypted data which allows performing various search operations on re-encrypted
data for rapid data retrieval. Most of the existing schemes had focused on single user scenario. The proposed system concentrates on the
multiple senders and multiple user scenarios. Here we have merged the concepts of DCP-ABE-M (Decentralized Cipher Policy Attribute Based
Encryption with mediator) with ABRKS (Attribute Based proxy Re-encryption with Keyword Search) which enables the option of advance
secure re-encryption and keyword searching in unsecure public cloud. The proposed DCP-ABE-M-ABRKS (Decentralized Cipher Policy
Attribute Based Encryption with mediator - Attribute Based proxy Re-encryption with Keyword Search) system provides some special features
such as: (i). data owner can ask the cloud to conduct keyword search, on his encrypted data by using the user given search token, (ii). Cloud
re-encrypts the available cipher text by using a cryptographically enforced DCP-ABE-M technique which contains additional features for data
security. Hence, the proposed system is more reliable than the existing systems.
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Eminently, cloud computing is the prominent platform which assemble tremendous computational
resources and make them available as a service to varies users. The cloud users can store their data and
can enjoy the promising properties of cloud. Predominantly, there are three types of clouds: 1) public
cloud: they are owned and operated by companies and provide rapid services to users, 2) private cloud:
they are owned and operated by a single organization and provides rapid services for specific authorized
user, 3) hybrid cloud: it’s a combination of public cloud and private cloud where the users can enjoy the
facilities of public cloud also. Public cloud is more reliable, cost saving and elastic in nature than private
cloud. Public cloud provides some benefits such as: SaaS (Software as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a
Service), IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service). Inorder to store the data into the cloud the user must encrypt
the data before outsourcing it into the cloud for safeguarding the data privacy.
The most important benefits of using cloud are low maintenance cost, pervasive accessing and storage
flexibility etc. But on the other hand, cloud storage faces many troubles against service quality [1][2] and
vulnerabilities.
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In order to ameliorate the data privacy the existing scheme [4] added public key encryption techniques in
cloud storage which allows storing the encoded data in the cloud. That is for safeguarding the data privacy
user should encrypt the data before outsourcing it into the cloud and this scheme had given a token to a
designated user so that except that user no one will be able to decrypt the data. But in the case of
multicasting this scheme fails. In order to solve this problem proxy re-encryption technique is used [3]. In
this scheme a semi trusted proxy re-encrypt the cipher text for remaining users. Yanfeng Shi, Jiqiang Liu
proposed a scheme Attribute-Based Proxy Re-Encryption with Keyword Search [5] which allows attribute
based re-encryption for the user by using keyword search for fast access.
Here we have embedded the DCP-ABE-M [6] public key encryption scheme, key word search technique
with proxy re-encryption [ 5] and applied it on cloud storage for improving security and faster response.
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This chapter shows the summarized features of the most relevant techniques, proxy re-encryption with
keyword search, attribute-based encryption, attribute-based encryption with keyword search and
attribute-based proxy re-encryption, DCP-ABE, DCP-ABE-M with OTP.

Public key Encryption: ABE
Inorder to avoid the limitations of IBE (Identity Based Encryption) Sahai and waters had proposed a
scheme called ABE (Attribute Based Encryption) [7]. In ABE scheme focal power will be responsible for the
global initialization of ABE frame work. Focal power or central authority screens the arrangement of all
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attributes of various users and then allocate the mystery keys to users based upon their priority.
Prominently, the client can decode the encrypted data if and only if there is a match between the tracts
which is attached with the cipher text and the user holding qualities. Henceforth, this system can be used
as an essential center in the exploration group.

Attribute-based encryption with keyword search
Zheng QJ, Xu SH had proposed the concept of ABK (Attribute Based Keyword search) [8]. Then this work is
extended by Sun WH, Yu SC [9] for increasing the data retrieval speed. This scheme allows the data owner
to provide some keywords for their encrypted data so that the authorized users can easily access the
cipher text by using those keywords.

Attribute-based proxy re-encryption
Boneh et al. had proposed the first PEKS (Public key Encryption Keyword Search) scheme in 2004 [4]. The
concept of designated tester (dPEKS) is used in this scheme, which will only allow a designated server to
run the test function (dTest). This scheme fails when the sender wants to send the same message to
multiple people. Further, this problem is solved in [3] which introduced the concept of proxy re-encryption
technique at first time. Proxy re-encryption scheme allows a semi trusted proxy to encrypt a cipher text or
already encoded code into another cipher text of same message by using sender’s public key and some
special information. This concept is further extended in [10][11][12][13]. But the limitation of this scheme
is, it requires more accessing time or the users may face more difficulty in accessing of cipher text.

Proxy Re-encryption with keyword search
The drawback of the scheme [14] can be avoided by adding the concept of keyword searching in it. Inorder
to solve the problem of previously existing system Shao J, Cao ZF, Liang XH introduced a new scheme
Proxy Re-encryption with Keyword Search [15]. This scheme allows the data owner to provide the option of
keywords to other users. Then this concept is further extended by Yau WC, Phan RCW in [16][17][18].

Attribute based proxy re-encryption and keyword search
Yanfeng Shi, Jiqiang Liu introduced the concept ABRKS ( Attribute Based Proxy Re-encryption with Keyword
Search) [5] in which allows the data owner to conduct the keyword search on the re-encrypted data for
other users. Here, the privacy of the keyword is also secured. The following [Fig. 1] represents the reencryption process.

Fig. 1: Enabling the Idea of keyword searching on re-encrypted data

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Inorder to eliminate the dependency on the focal, Jinguang Han proposed a new scheme called DCP-ABE
(Decentralized Cipher text Policy Attribute Based Encryption) scheme [19] which eliminates the drawbacks
of existing public key encryption scheme. This system doesn’t require a focal for monitoring various
components of the system. Multiple independent powers are used in this system which generates secret
key without knowing the user attributes, GID and stores the key in a logical manner inorder to secure its
privacy. It takes multiple sub secret keys from various powers and they are merged with each other to form
the main secret key for a single user. If any power fails then it will be difficult to get the secret key, this is
the drawback of DCP-ABE scheme.
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DCP-ABE-M
The drawback of the existing scheme can be eliminated through the newly proposed scheme DCP-ABE-M
(Decentralized Cipher text Policy Attribute Based Encryption with Mediator) [6]. In this scheme multiple
independent powers and mediators are used which are based upon specific attributes. The system
allocates a single mediator and power for a single user, who generates secret key for the user based upon
the user attributes. The secret key will be split and stored differently in mediator and in power. So that the
failure of any component will not affect the entire system.
Table 1: Survey on the existing schemes and its solution

RESULTS
In the proposed system we have integrated the concept of DCP-ABE-M with proxy re-encryption and
keyword searching which enables fast and secure data sharing in cloud. There are 4 factors which plays an
important role in this system.





Focal
Data owner
Authorized users
Cloud

Focal is the central power of the system, which is accountable for the key distribution. When the data
owner wishes to outsource his data into the cloud, subsequently the system performs various types of
encryption on the data for securing its privacy. In this system data is encrypted two times before storing it
in to the cloud. Following [Fig. 2] represents the architecture of the proposed system.

Primary encryption
Before outsourcing of data into the cloud, data owner attach some keywords with data file inorder to get
the facility of keyword searching. ABE (Attribute Based Encryption) is used here for primary encryption of
data. ABE utilizes the attribute set of user for secret key generation. Here UA indicates user attribute set, An
specifies user attribute, SK1 represents secret key for first encryption, DF defines data file, KI specifies
keyword index and E1 specifies single encrypted file or cipher text.

Here PE indicates primary encryption,
PE → DF + KI
→ E1 (DF + KI)
→ (E1.DF) + (E1. KI)
Subsequently, the encrypted data file is outsourced into the cloud for storage. Cloud is operated by using a
semi trusted proxy server. Then the data owner sends a request for keyword search to proxy based upon
available token and data. Again data owner sends a request of re-encryption to proxy. Inorder to search
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over the re-encrypted data a keyword is given to proxy. By using this keyword, data owner can search on
the re-encrypted data for its future retrieval.
Server sends the newly arrived encrypted data file into token recognizer for authentication and verification
of token. TR checks the token and data for verification of user type.
UT = E KI
TR →
UT € AU
AU = {Set of authorized user tokens}
If UT € AU → authorized user data
Else UT AU → unauthorized user data
Where, UT is the user token, E KI defines encrypted keyword index, TR represents token reorganizer and AU
is the authorized user token set. Here, if newly arrived user token UT is an element of authorized user
token set then that specific user is an authorized or identified user else the user is a fake user. The
following flow chart [Fig. 3] represents the processing of this proposed system.

Fig. 2: Architecture of DCP-ABE-M-ABRKS system.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Secondary encryption
The proposed system has used DCP-ABE-M technique for performing secondary encryption. DCP-ABE-M
system mainly contains 3 components.
Mediator system
Authority system
Temporary data base

Mediator system contains multiple independent mediators who verifies and checks the attributes of
incoming token for the further redirection toward specific authority. Each mediator and authority is based
upon some special attributes or characteristics and they takes user data based upon the user attributes or
character which matches with their own character. The main purpose of mediator is for storing the half
secret key for the security improvement of system.
Here, the token reorganizer verifies the incoming token and stores the data into a specific temporary DB.
For each and every user, our system builds a temporary DB and deletes the DB after secret key creation.
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Then based upon user type or attribute, our system directs the user towards the mediator which have
some matching characteristics of user. For example: business related user is directed towards a mediator
who is based upon business attribute. Mediator again verifies all the user details by extracting it from temp
DB of that user and direct towards matching authority.

Fig. 3: Flow chart for DCP-ABE-M-ABPKS system processing.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Authority system contains number of independent authorities who generates secret keys for the user. By
extracting the details form temp DB, authority generates the secret key for the user which is used for the
data encryption.
SE → [PE] SK2 …………………….. (1)
SK2 = UA + UT + DA
Here, SE indicates secondary encryption and SK2defines second secret key used for the re encryption. SK2
is generated by using user attributes UA, user token UT and data attribute DA.

COMPUTER SCIENCE

UA = {U1, U2, U3 …… Un}
UT = E1 KI
DA = {D1, D2, D3 …… Dn}
UA  UT  DA = SK2
We have
PE → (E1. DF + E1. KI) …………... (2)
Use (2) in (1) this in SE
SE → (E1. DF + E1. KI) SK2
SE → (E1. DF. SK2 + E1. KI. SK2)
SE → E2
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E2 specifies re-encrypted data file. By using the secret key SK2 , E1 is re-encrypted. After the encryption data
is stored along with keyword by applying some access policy and then subsequently the temp DB is
deleted. Prominently, the available secret key SK2 is divided into two parts and one part is stored in the
mediator and another part is stored in the authority.
When any user tries to access data, focal check the user attributes for authentication and then if the user
is an authorized user then the system allows him to access the data and provides specific keyword.

CONCLUSION
The proposed scheme is an integration of technologies in the area of cryptography. The concept of DCPABE-M-ABRKS technique can be used in the unsecure public cloud which provides the features like: secure
re-encryption, keyword searching facility on encrypted data, securing the privacy of the keyword. Hence our
system is more secure and faster in data retrieval than the other existing schemes.
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